
Exterior lighting for signs. 
All exterior lighting will be 3000 Kelvin or below, downward facing and covered. 

Our Oldage Barn Lights 
Update Vintage Rustic Lighting With 21st Century 

Style! 

 

 

Barn Light - True Vintage Lighting 
Our Oldage Barn Lights are modeled directly after the traditional wall lamps of rural America for that 
authentic rustic look. These gooseneck lights feature a wide curved shade that provides a wide 
swath of light. Perfect for porch lighting, kitchen lighting, garage lighting, and more, the Oldage is 



vintage design made modern again! As home design trends change, the Oldage collection appeals 
to many for its timeless elegance. 

 

Fully Customizable 

Sizes and Arms 

The Oldage collection is offered in 12-inch, 14-inch, 16-inch, 18-inch, and 22-inch shades to provide 
abundant lighting in your kitchen, bathroom, entry-way, porch, or patio. Further personalize the light 
to your tastes by pairing it with one of 13 arm variations; ranging from short and straight to longer, 
arched arms. 

Finishes 

The Oldage is available in 9 colors to fit any decor; Black, Mahogany Bronze, Cherry Red, 
Galvanized Silver, Cobalt Blue, Vintage Green, Matte Black, Solid Brass, and Solid Copper. 



 





 

Environmental Friendly and High Quality 

Indoor/Outdoor 

Cocoweb utilizes Eco-friendly powder coated finishes for our barn light collections for weather-
proofing and a beautiful, lifetime finish that prevents cracking, chipping and fading over time. 

Quality Lighting 

The Oldage Barn Light Collection is built to last. Made entirely of steel; the fixture is exceptionally 
durable and resistant to damage. The exterior is smooth to the touch and constructed to withstand 
the test of time. The LED is enclosed in a clear diffuser on the underside of the shade, to protect it 
from the environment. 

Advanced LED Technology 

Cocoweb’s LED providing an average of 50,000 hours of light. Our barn lights come pre-installed 
with the LED array for durability and convenience. The LEDs produce a color temperature of 2700k; 
a soft, warm yellow-orange hue of light and a brightness of 1600 lumen 



Dark Sky Approved and MET Certified 

Our barn light fixtures are certified International Dark Sky Association approved and MET Certified. 
These seals of approval attest that our fixtures reduce light trespass, minimize overall glare, and 
don’t pollute the night sky over time. Finding dark sky friendly fixtures is difficult, and Cocoweb aims 
to stand out from the rest by providing safe, quality lighting. 

Mounting 

Cocoweb barn lights mount to a flush surface and include anchors and screws for installation. The 
LED transformer is hidden discreetly inside the base of the lamp. 

 


